Dear Readers,
Skylarks are high-flying birds, which sing to awaken both man and nature from the
dormancy of winter. The song of a skylark inspires people to undertake new endeavours,
while retaining a great sense of freedom and hope. I, for one, cannot think of a better
symbol to represent this lively and youthful, yet contemplative magazine.
How does the song of a skylark inspire You?
Perhaps it triggers a creative spark, which will have You eager to read about fashion and
photography or looking for an opportunity to join a dance club? Maybe it renews Your
interests in sports, food, travelling, politics or people? Does it have You wondering what
kind of future lies in the stars, or does it spur Your analytical mind to seek a challenge?
Luckily, this magazine can satisfy all your creative and intellectual needs.
In this edition, all reports have been written by students and ranges from segments on
the most artwise topics to political commentaries, interviews and much more. This
magazine has articles expressing ideas on organizing attractive excursions, giving
fabulous advice for beginner photographers and offering fashion tips.
There also are descriptions of massive events, reports about extra-curricular activities
and heated basketball games at our school.
Likewise, we haven’t forgotten the important issues affecting our daily lives: we’ve
included a report on those pesky school renovations, an interview about commuting and
an analysis of eateries accessible to our students.
In addition, there are two extraordinary interviews! Our reporters had the chances to sit
down and talk with our school principal Arūnas Serneckas and the newly recruited
volunteer from Sakartvelo, Gvantsa Todua.
And of course, we’ve included the most intriguing
horoscopes and a puzzle, after solving which You will
receive an award! (If You’re the one to do it first, that is.)
With such a wide spectre of different content, any reader
is bound to find a section of this magazine to be just the
right slice of journalism for him. Therefore, hesitate no
further and enjoy the content of this magazine.
JUSTAS KARPAVIČIUS
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An interview with Gvantsa Todua
Describe yourself in 3 words?
I think I‘m tolerant, patient and kind.
Are you an introvert or an extrovert?
I don’t know for sure, but others say
that I am an extrovert.
Comparing Lithuanian schools to
Georgian ones, what are the main
differences?
The main difference that I have noticed
is a different school system. You have
three types of schools: primary, basic
and gymnasiums, while in Georgia we
only have one school type for all ages.
Have you noticed any major differences
in clothing choices when comparing
Lithuanian schools to Georgian
ones?
the first difference is that we don’t
wear school uniforms, but actually I
really like your uniforms. Also, you are
very stylish people.
Name an event that changed your life?
Yes... Four years ago I had a car
accident and suffered many injuries.
Since then, my view on life has
drastically changed.

Yes... Four years
ago I had a car
accident and
suffered many
injuries. Since
then, my view on
life has drastically
changed.

Do you believe in horoscopes?
No, not so much, I donot check my
daily horoscopes, however, it’s not like
I am not interested in them at all.
What’s the question you wish people
would stop asking?
When are you getting married, and why
aren’t you married ?
What piece of advice would you have
given yourself at the age of 16?
First of all, not to be so stubborn.
Secondly, have a wider view on life.
What’s it like growing up in Georgia?
Normal.
What’s the best way to relax?
Walking or watching some kind of TV
series.Recently, I have watched “The
Bridge”, “Game of Thrones” and “The
Handmaid’s Tale”.
If your life were a song what would the
tittle be?
“Crazy in love”.
What’s the best piece of advice anyone
has ever given you ?
My dad, when I finished school he said
“never stop improving ”.
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If you could have lunch with one
historical personality, who would
you pick? And why?
A Georgian king, in English
known as “David the builder”,
because he was the most
powerful ruler in our history, in
these times Georgia was very
powerful and rich.
What is the coolest thing about
Georgia?
I think our hospitality, because
we really enjoy receiving guests.
We believe that a guest is a gift
from God, you can go to
someone‘ house without even
giving a call.
Where do you see yourself in 5
years?
I really don’t know exactly, but I
want to build a house in a forest.
I don’t know if I will have such an
opportunity in five years however,
I hope I will at least start
building it! And maybe I will
finally get married!
What is your profession?
I’m a lawyer, I have a degree. I
have also worked at Tbilisi City
Court and I had an internship at
a detective’ office .

The Land of Brave People: The State of
Israel
Vilkaviškis + Jews history =
Israel, as one might say, “once looked like the valley of the planet Mars”. Now when we
look to the pictures of Israel’s landscape, we cannot see the land that was barren or
marshy, in danger both from the ravages of malaria and the hostility of the local Bedouin.
Instead we see that the land is completely transformed, it flourishes and houses brave
people and their children who we able to humanely, morally and rightfully settle the
Homeland for the Jewish people.
My interest in Israel and its people comes from the fact that Lithuanians have many
connections with the Jewish nation. Especially those who live in Vilkaviskis or its regions.
My great-grandmother Anelė is not an exception. She and her family in the difficult time
of war period helped Jews by bringing them food. The Jews originated from my hometown
Vilkaviškis felt deeply connected to Lithuania and viewed themselves as Lithuanians. My
interest has sparked when I met the person who has been researching Jews history in
Vilkaviskis for more than 10 years Mr. Ralph Salinger.
Mr. Ralph Salinger is an Israeli researcher who was born in the
United Kingdom and grew up in New Zealand. Now he lives in Israel,
in Kibbutz Kfar Ruppin. He is famous for writing a book called
“Traces of a Lost Nation” with his colleague Vilkaviškis local
historian Antanas Žilinskas. His research uncovered fascinating
facts about Vilkaviškis Jewish culture, history and their everyday
life. Because of his hard work and dedication, he was presented
with the Honorary Citizenship of Vilkaviskis in 2018.

I am thrilled to have an opportunity to compliment my article with an
interview with magnificent history researcher Mr. Ralph Salinger.

Mr. Ralph Salinger is exploring the
city of Marijampolė.
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Astonishing achievements
Just over 120 years ago, a Hungarian-born Jew, journalist,
playwright, writer, political activist, Theodor Herzl, launched the
modern Zionist movement at a meeting in Basle of Jews from all
over the world. A movement that called for a Jewish state in their
Eretz Yisrael. The movement was an answer to the evils of antiSemitism. Theodor Herzl said, that there should be a specifically
Jewish national territory, ruled by Jews, and located in the
ancient Jewish homeland. When the First Zionist congress
ended, Herzl wrote in his diary: “At Basle I founded the Jewish
Herzl leaning over the balcony
State. If I said this out aloud today, I would be answered by ofTheodor
the Hotel Les Trois Rios (Three King's
hotel / Hotel drei Könige) in Basel,
universal laughter. Perhaps in five years, and certainly in 50, Switzerland,
possibly during the Sixth
Zionist conference.
everyone will know it.” He was right. Fifty years after Theodor
Herzl wrote these words, a Jewish state came into being. But it This work is in the public domain.
was never a smooth process. As renowned British historian Martin Gilbert wrote, “here
were always efforts extremists to lay all plans in the dust. The Israelis were determined
and managed to do not let other lay their ideas in the dust.” The fight for Jewish national
territory which would be ruled by Jews involved enormous sacrifices but ended with
astonishing achievements.

Ralph, what do you think when you hear the name of Theodor Herzl?
Firstly, I think of his famous picture1. Then I think what an amazing man he was – as a
middle-class Austro-Hungarian Jew, he was barely Jewish and certainly an advocate for
assimilation – it was the Dreyfus trial that changed his view 180 degrees and he then
fought for the rest of his life for the idea of a Jewish State.
What feelings does evoke?
A very strong feeling of admiration! because of flexibility and his sense of purpose.
How would you describe him to foreigners?
He was the modern non-religious founder of the idea of a Jewish state.

1

Note by author: Ralph is thinking about the picture where Theodor Herzl is leaning over the balcony of the Hotel Les Trois Rios.

How is he seen through the eyes of Jews or other Israeli citizens?
Gustas these are very difficult questions as we are a very very divided society – each
group would give you a different answer. Here I will talk for myself as a non-religious
liberal Israeli. As I said we/I admire him as the founder of our new modern state.
In Israel, students have their teachers phone number!
In 2012, Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development has ranked Israel as
the second most educated country in the world. 45 percent of Israel’s population has a
university or college degree. According to the CIA’s factbook in 2014 Israel spent 5.7% of
their GDP and when compared to all countries by education expenditures were ranked
44th out of 179. Also, I should note that the literacy rate of population aged 15 and over
who can read and write is 97.8%.
All this statistical data demonstrates that education is a core value in Jewish culture. In
addition, it shows how much Israeli society values higher education. Many Israeli parents
sacrifices their own personal comforts and financial resources to provide their children
with the highest standards of education possible.
The emphasis on education also can be traced to the
opening of the Hebrew university. It was opened in the
magnificent site: on the crest of Mount Scopus,
overlooking the Old City of Jerusalem and western city to
the south-west and the vast, empty vastness of the Judean
desert to the east, all the way to the Dead Sea.
Rothberg amphitheater, Mount Scopus campus of
Hebrew University, Jerusalem
Attribution: No machine-readable author provided.
Milan.sk assumed (based on copyright claims).

After researching Israeli schools, I can easily discern two differences.
First and foremost, the vibe in Israeli schools is far more relaxed. Usually students
address their teachers by their first names. What bedazzled me more, is that students
have their teachers’ phone numbers and text or call them with any questions or concerns
they may have. This personal relationship between student and teacher is very
fascinating and I think quite helpful for the whole learning experience.
Secondly, students are far more informal in the school setting. One article state that,
“Students are fairly free to speak up in class when they want, yell, get up out of their
seat, show up late, etc., often with no punishment except a quick raised voice from the
teacher as a result.” As a student from Lithuania I do not think that this type of behavior
is beneficial to the quality of education.
Ralph, I know that you have visited and gave speeches in quite a few Lithuanian schools.
As a teacher have you observed any differences between students from Israel and
Lithuania?
Oh yes! Lithuanian students are far far far more disciplined – I am not sure where this
comes from – you will know – was it a left over from the Soviet times? Also, the idea of a
school uniform emphasizes the idea of conformity! Also, the students in Lithuania seem
rather shy? Am I wrong?
What do you think about the opinion that vibe in Israeli schools is “relaxed”?
Oh yes compared with Lithuania the distance between teacher and student is far more
relaxed – also national the behavior is so very different. Remember Lithuania is a very
disciplined country – here Jews say, “we had 2000 years of being told what to do! Now we
have our own state NOBODY will tell us what to do”.
Is this informality in schools beneficial to students/teachers or not?

I think so – but I am not an expert – I think many Israeli teachers would envy their
Lithuanian counterparts as they often have to struggle to maintain discipline.
The most well-known Jewish religious practice is…
I daresay that the most well-known Jewish religious practice is that of eating only foods
that are “Kosher”. However, have ever wondered where this word comes from, what does
it really mean and if followers of Judaism are still obeying the laws of Kashrut (the Jewish
dietary laws)?
First, the rules of Kashrut are set forth in the Torah and elucidated in the Talmud. The
word “Kashrut” comes from the Hebrew meaning fit, proper or correct. The word
“Kosher” which describes food that meets the standards of Kashrut. Food that is not
complying with Kashrut is referred to as “treif” and literally means torn.
For a product to be considered Kosher it
needs

to

meet

a

few

certain

requirements: it cannot contain flesh,
organs, eggs or milk of the forbidden
animals (pigs, shellfish, rabbits, reptiles

Few of the most common symbols that mean food is Kosher

and most insects); the allowed animals must be killed in a way that complies with
Kashrut laws; all blood must be drained from the meat out of it before it can be eaten;
products that are made of mixtures of meat and milk; products which are manufactured
from grapes and are made by non-Jews may not be eaten at all.
One law that ignited my interest even more is the rule that was given after mankind was
commanded after the flood. The one from Noachide Laws. It states, “you shall not eat the
life with the meat” or alternatively: you cannot eat a limb from a living animal. You might

think that in our modern society this law is obsolete, but you are completely wrong. For
example, prairie oysters or tentacles of alive octopuses are one of the more common
examples of cruel delicacies.
Ralph, what do you think: are the laws obeyed in the modern society?
Again, Gustas we are a very divided society – there are people like me who take no tice of
Kashrut and there are people who think it is the most important thing in the world. For
instance, in Israel there are 26 building inspectors [inspectors who check if the
construction

sites

are

safe!]

and

6000

Kashrut

inspectors!

6000!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
For instance, in our house we eat everything but our daughter in law who is “modern
religious” will not eat non-Kosher food. So, she will not eat meat if within 6 hours has
eaten any milk products. She will not eat any non-Kosher food.
Why do they have been introduced in the first place?
They believe this was God's word.
My interest does not stop here. What about yours?
I am very grateful for all the opportunities that I had to explore the Jewish culture and
Israel’s history. I have tried to share my sparking interest about Israel’s founding history,
the education in Israel and have tried to finally give you an idea what term “Kosher” is
about. Of course, there are plenty of more information to be researched and I hope that I
lit up your interest enough to research more. The President of The United States of
America Harry S Truman once said, “There is nothing new in the world except the history
you do not know.”
I want to say thank you for my dear friend Ralph Salinger who answered quite a few
questions and gave you his perspective to the points in the article. I deeply appreciate his
input.
GUSTAS VAŠKELIS

Interview with
the school’s
headmaster,
Arūnas Serneckas
How old are You?
I am 52.
Have You got any hobbies?
If we‘re talking about an active life...
Yes, my hobby is running. I run at least
four times a week and participate in
running related events. This year I will
be attending my last, eightheenth
marathon, that will be held in
Bartininkai and its length is 6
kilometres. It is a bit shorter than I
usually run in such kind of event as
usually I run around 10 kilometres. I do
this, because I simply enjoy the activity
and I can meet new people with the
same interests.
How does a perfect school look like to
You?
Talking about the current school
situation, everything seems alright to
me, and there are many good things in
our school, but what I would like to see
is more active parents, because they
are often needed in making certain
agreements in the school.

However, although I understand that it
is not easy for everyone to find time to
do this. I also want goodwill, respect
for each other and compliance with
agreements in our school, because we
make new changes in the school in
order to make it a better place for
everyone.
Do you eat in the school‘s canteen?
To be honest, I eat very rarely in the
canteen, that would be one time per
two months. The reason behind this is
not that I don‘t like the food in the
school canteen, but because I need to
get home early, to set up a fire in the
fireplace, so that my family and our pet
wouldn‘t have to stay in the cold and
perform other chores at home.
What do You like and dislike most
about being a headmaster?
Talking about what I like the most,it is
the challenges that you encounter,
because you are presented with all
kinds of them and then you get the
oppurtunity to implement other
people‘s ideas as well as yours. What I
dislike most, is that people rarely or
never talk to the headmaster openly,
they usually try to fit in and be nice to
me.

If You won one million euros in a lottery
and decided to quit your job, what
would You do?
I would probably travel around the
world at first, because I have always
wanted to do that, but I do not know
what I would do further on.
Finish the sentence – “If I were in the
fourth grade in our gymnasium...“

If I were in the fourth grade in
our gymnasium, it would
probably be hard for me ,
because I have a daughter that
is in the second grade and I
see the amount of studying
that students have to do
nowadays.

LAURYNAS EIDUKAITIS

Events at our
school
“Ausros“ day
Recently, our school has celebrated
“Aušros“ day. That morning was
different, because on this occasion the
gymnasium's community happily met
the shining dawn together. Also,
students had the opportunity to take
part in many activities. First, they had a
chance to have a nice time watching
basketball matches, because all the
gymnasium's forms were competing
for the first place in their age groups.
After the basketball matches, students
went to watch a new photography
exibition “Nuo Aušros iki Aušros“,
where everybody was able to talk with
the authors of the masterpieces. In the
afternoon, the junior community
members got acquainted with
teachers, who had worked in our
school for many years. The school had
a concert dedicated to them.
Another enjoyable activity was meant
for our youngest students. They had to
swear an oath and after that
participated in the quiz. In the evening,
students went to an event, called
“Night at school“, which was organized
by school's parliament. It is delightful
that 130 night owls came to this event.

Students went to an event,
called ''Night at school'',
which was organized by
school's parliament. It is
delightful that 130 night owls
came to this event.

Teachers‘ Day
On the 5th of October our school
celebrated the “The Teachers' Day“.
Our students did their best. The
morning started seriously and
solemnly. Senior students met
teachers with soft and lyrical music,
girls were dressed in national clothes,
and the boys shared bread - a symbol
of life. Students surprised teachers by
dancing folk dances, reciting poems by
Maironis and Marcinkevičius. Teachers
played games. Fun tasks let teachers
remember their childhood movies, old
songs. The funniest task was to guess
which of our teachers had said one of
the phrases during lessons.

KOTRYNA RAKAUSKAITĖ

Do uniforms stop us from
expressing our individuality?
For the past few years students have
had to wear school uniforms. However,
students have been complaining about
being prohibited from wearing what
they want all that time. In most of
schools in Lithuania, as well as in
Vilkaviskis
"Aušra"
gymnasium,
students are required to wear school
uniforms. The purpose of a uniform is
to make everybody look alike and equal
but usually, it appears to be not
stylish. Anyway, is it possible to wear
the uniform in a rather unconventional
way?

We believe that uniforms can become
surprisingly fashionable and attractive.
At the moment, the colorful mediumlength socks are becoming an
exceptionally stylish trend. About two
years ago, long, knee-high socks were
combined with the uniform skirt. But
now, forget about it! There are new
trendy socks, which could be very
colorful, with various illustrations and
designs. Isn’t it amazing? This is just
one of the many ways to express
yourself. Hence, do not stop being
creative, because sometimes even
socks can be the thing on which your
whole outfit is based.

Another simple, but interesting way of
improving our school uniform is to
increase the amount of bright colors in
our shirts, because the mandatory
white shirt is just too dull and
tasteless. Nowadays, girls can match
different colors to get the best of their
outfits!
Of course, it would be a sin for our
magazine, not to mention shoes.
Everybody knows that if you want to be
stylish, you have to wear eye-catching
footwear! It could be the fashionable

detail of your style. Wearing shoes of
unusual colors or materials could
make our school uniform more
attractive and trendy. Designers are
going crazy about shiny and glossy
shoes this year. So, do not forget it!
Students should be more creative and
dress in uniforms expressing their
individuality. Uniforms should not stop
you from expressing that uniqueness.
Everything you need is just to be
yourself while wearing a uniform.

P.S.Do not
forget, that
your smile is
the most
important
detail of your
style!

EGLĖ PUŠINAITYTĖ

The most popular sport in our gymnasium
Nowadays, sportshave become very
popular in schools. In Vilkaviskis
“Ausra“ gymnasium one may also find
various sport related activities. If you
enjoy playing football or volleyball, you
can attend different types of clubs
related to these sports after school.
However, the most popular sport in our
gymnasium is basketball. This sport
gets special attention. Recently, our
gymnasium has participated in the
project “Zalgiris – in your school“, in
which students travelled to watch
“Zalgiris“ games live for a chance to
invite Kaunas “Zalgiris“ team to the
gymnasium. On the 22nd of May, 2015
basketball reigned, because “Zalgiris“
visited the project winners.

Basketball matches are held quite
often in our gymnasium. Teachers
organise tournaments in the following
categories: first graders versus second
graders and third graders against
fourth graders. What is more, our
gymnasium has carried out slam dunk
and three–point contests. The winners
of these competitions were awarded
with valuable prizes.

Basketball
games
have
been
organized this year as well. This year,
first graders competed against the
second graders and third graders
rivaled the fourth graders. There was a
tough fight between the third and
fourth graders. Players used all their
strenght trying to help their team to
score points and reach their only goal –
victory. The intrigue lasted to the final
second. When there were only a few
seconds left to the end of the match,
the fourth graders were leading by 1
point only. Third graders missed the
free throw and fourth graders hoped to
leave the pitch triumphant , but the
ball bounced off of the basketball
hoop, a third grade player rebounded
the ball and with the ending siren shot
a buzzer – beater. The third graders
celebrated the magical victory with the
result 49 – 48. Both teams players
could be commended for their efforts
and the immense desire to win. After

KRISTUPAS LOZORAITIS

the match the fourth graders‘ coach
was asked to answer several
questions:
- What criteria was used while
forming the team?
- The team was made of people who are
interested in basketball and felt
motivated to play. Besides, a very
important aspect was the game
quality.
- What is the reason that your
team didn‘t win?
- We lost because we didn‘t rebound
the ball when the opponents missed
the free throw and they made the
basket with the siren.
- In your opinion, why was the
result nearly equal during the
boggest part of the game?
- Both teams didn‘t have regularly
playing sportsmen and also every
player‘s game quality was similar.

Food in and around our school
To tell the truth, eating during breaks
in “Aušra” gymnasium is quite
convenient, because there is a wide
variety of catering places in and
around the school. If you are a person,
who likes to eat homemade-like food,
you will, of course, choose the school
canteen, but if you consider yourself a
junk-food person, you will also be
pleased as there are at least two
eateries around the school, which can
satisfy your fast-food cravings.
Firstly, let’s talk about the school
canteen. I personally don’t like having
my meals there, but it’s not because of
the food. I simply choose not to eat at
there. But don’t be mistaken by my
choice: as far as I have heard from my
classmates, the food there is great,
because not only it is nutritious, but
it’s also not that expensive, bearing in
mind the quality of it. Also,I have heard
about one downside from a few of my
friends who eat at the school cafeteria
which is that queues there sometimes
are absurdly long – so long that
sometimes they can’t get to class in
time.

SIMONAS ALEKNAVIČIUS

And now, let’s talk about fast-food
resturants (or rather stalls) around the
school. The first on is a kebab kiosk. It
offers a wide variety of dishes.
Unfortunately, almost all of them are
unhealthy due to high levels of fat in
them, but for those, who prefer
quantity over quality (myself included),
the kiosk is a great place to eat during
breaks.
Another great place to eat is a recently
opened restaurant by the name of
“Luna rossa” or “Pink moon” in
English. It offers more nutritious food
than the previously mentioned option,
although there is a huge drawback: the
food in there is rather pricey - if you
wish to walk out through the door with
your stomach full, you will have to
empty your valet by at least 5 euros.
These are the main catering places in
and around our school, which are used
by many students daily, but then again
– where and what you eat for lunch is
solely your own concern.

Renovation kills the
learning process in
school
When the external renovation of
Vilkaviškis “Ausra“ gymnasium had
been completed, it was time to renew
its inside! It‘s exhilarating to see that
our school is becoming more and more
modern. Students feel more pleasure a
tidier edicational institution.
Sadly,updating the school costs not
only money, but also the patience of
both: students and teachers. Students
know that it is extremely hard to study
when you hear all those sounds of
drilling, beating, voices of construction
workers and other disconcerning
noises as you can‘t think clearly or
focus on your tasks. When a teacher
asks a student to read a paragraph and
a worker starts drilling, the student
has to wait till he stops so that
everyone could hear him. It is
annoying, isn‘t it? At the moment,
there are upgrades being done in the
auditorium hall and the school library.

VAIDA ARMINAITĖ

The classrooms which are far enough
from them not to suffer from the noise
and don‘t have their learning
negatively affected but for those which
are closer ,it is nearly impossible to
have lessons. So the question is: why
these renovations both exterior and
internal couldn‘t have started in
summer? Who has chosen to have
them done during the school year? Do
the authorities really cannot
understand what kind of harm it does
to the learning process? Because we
do.

Excursions: is one day better than one
week?
Every school has chosen some type of
excursions to brighten their life in
having their usual everyday lessons,
and isn’t it what every student waits
for? I believe, yes. But there is
one question:
do students benefit
from excursions?
Well, first of all, I
believe it depends on what type of
excursion it is and how long it takes.
Most often, excursions last either one
day or one week. I would say, if you
want to organise an excursion during
lessons, it should take only one
day, otherwise it would take away
too much of useful lesson time and
students
wouldn’t
get anything
educational
done.
But, if
it’s
only a single day trip and, let’s say, you
go to a museum,then the one museum
that would, in my opinion, really
interest everyone would be the Cancun
Underwater museum in Mexico. There
you can see a lot of different and
interesting statues. Also, Kuala
Lumpur’s butterfly museum might
be of interest for some people.
So, overall, I
think excursions
help students relax
from
stressful lessons
and simultananeously have their time
MANTAS DANILIAUSKAS

spent productively. Also, the acquired
knowledge might help in future life.
Although I have said that one-weeklong excursions are a negative idea, I
think, that if they are organised during
vacations, they can
be
really
interesting and benefit everyone. For
example, if you go on a trip with your
whole class it might help you to make
better
friends with
your
classmates. Also, if an excursion is to a
foreign country, you will find out a lot
of different things about its culture,
which you could use in different
lessons. And you should not forget that
in order to learn about a country‘s
culture you need to visit as many
places as possible.
So, where is your next excursion is
going to be?

A day in the life of a commuter
The majority of students in our school h
ave no idea what it‘s like to take a bus
early in the morning and right after
school. One day I met a
commuter named Juste and she told
me what her ordinary school day looks
like.

But there is a good side to this story.
Juste said she has some free time
while she‘s on the bus to listen to some
music on her headphones. It is a good
mood booster before 7 hours of school.
She also has time to revise for a test if
she has to take one that day.

Juste said she would wake up at 6 a.m.
in order to get ready on time, because
her bus leaves at 7 a.m. every morning.
After school she has no free time to go
to a shop or to hang out with her
friends because she rushes to take a
bus to go home and her ride is half an
hour long. It takes a lot of time out
of her day and is extremely tiring.

But there is a good side
to this story... She also
has time to revise for a
test if she has to take one
that day.

Juste also has to find the time to fill up
their tickets during breaks or at home.
It‘s a never ending routine having to fill
up the tickets and once you have no
more of them left, you need to put the
used tickets on a sheet of paper in
order, bring them back to school and
take new ones. Juste claimed that it is
an everyday struggle she had to deal
with.

At the end of my conversation
with Juste I asked her if she could
describe her normal school day as a
commuter with one sentence what
would it be. She said that it was a real
struggle but she was so used to it that
she couln‘t imagine her life being any
other way.

VIKTORIJA TANAKOVAITĖ

Five rules for better photos

Would I lie if I said, that photography is
an inseparable element of our life? I
see you shaking your head and saying
no. Let’s see how you can improve your
photos!
Every day, while scrolling social media
sites we see a lot of pictures. Also,
everyone wants to get likes and new
followers by posting photos on
Facebook or Instagram. These five
rules will pave your path to Internet
stardom!

 Just because you have a great
camera, doesn‘t mean that
photos Your will be amazing. The
most important components of a
picture are the message it
delivers and the moment
captured in it.

 Try not to cut things off at the
edge of the frame. It can be feet,
someone‘s hand or the top of
their head. It can happen in
architecture and landscapes too,
the tip of a church dome or the
top of a tree will be missing.

 Consider other angles you could
use. Try to move to the left, to the
right or both. Take some photos
from low camera angles and then
some while standing up. As you
take more shots, You will find
which of them are the best.
 Keep the horizon and other lines
straight. Lines that are not
straight throw off the perception
of the photo. It will trick your
mind into thinking that things
are leaning one way or another,
even if they aren’t.

The best piece of advice I
can give is to enjoy your
time with the camera.
Explore the world around
you. And don’t be afraid of
experimenting. Sometimes
the best photos come out
unexpectedly.
Good luck!

VIKTORIJA ZAVECKAITĖ

“Ausra”
extracurricular
activities
If you are a student in “Ausra“
gymnasium, then there is about 71%
chance that you do not take part in any
after-school activity based on survey,
whitch took place in our school last
academic year 2018. In survey
students had to answer a question
“What clubs they would like to
attend?“. To my surprise, the most
common one is attending preperations
on acquiring B category driving
license, even if our school‘s teachers
have a lot of activities for both
personality and physical development
to offer. (Clubs are listed below)

For girls that like to dance are two
options to choose from:
The first one is to join modern dancers
crew “Fresko“ whitch has been living
on for more than twenty four years. The
crew is lead by PE teacher Eglė
Kaminskienė who once was a studied
in “Ausros“ gymnasium. Girls work
hard,
with
strict
discipline.
Choreography is oriented to POP and
Show dances. Moreover, girls are
acquinted with different cultures thus
become more mature.

The second one is to join dancers crew
“Norija“
which
is
lead
by
V.Jakubauskė. Collective wellcomes
every girl that ejoys dancing and wants
to improve. Dancing genre is not fixed,
the end piece could be either folk or
modern dance. “Norija“ could be seen
in variuos competitions, festivals,
events even have their own festival
called “Spring dance‘s braid“. For
creativity development I recommend
art club “Whirl of ctreation“.

R.Viktažintienė invites everyone that
want to turn ideas into reality. There is
conditions for ceramics to work. She
can advise photographers. Helps
students to prepare for art exam.
R.Štrimaitienė has a vocal studio
called “Presto“, which in musical
terms means played fast. The studio
may interest those, who want to
improve vocal performance, increase
musical
knowledge.
Atending
timetable is flexible. Students bring
songs they want to sing. Studens
participate in contests, school events.
This year a new club, called “Window“,
was founded by R.Šlivinskienė. Club
aims to acquaint students with theater
discipline and create end product,
whitch will be represented in front of
audience. Students are tought how to
warm up vocal cords and body before
going to scene, fluently articulate
words. Overall teenagers obtain
fundamentals of the theater.

In conclusion I advise you to look throught the list of after-school
activities and if you feel uncertain about something, just ask
teachers, they are ready to answer curious teen‘s questions.

LUKAS POVILAITIS

Horoscopes
Aries
Be the change you want to see, strive
for greatness, but don‘t be
dissapointed when your teacher ruins
all your aspirations with another 4. We
all know it‘s their fault not yours.

Taurus
It‘s going to be a pretty undesirable
few weeks until Christmas. You will
probably forget to get gifts because
you always do and these „alarm
grades“ are not making anyones life
easier.

Gemini
Remember that one test you skipped 2
months ago and thought the teacher
will forget? Well, it didn‘t slip the
teachers mind but everything sure as
hell will slip out of yours.

Cancer
Try and get atleast one 10 until the
holidays, the subject in which depends
on how good of a phone you want for
christmas. For example iPhone Xs –
maths, physics, chemistry ; Nokia
3310 – P.E. arts, music.

Leo
Don‘t get distracted easily, keep your
eyes on the main goal. These school
renovations arent making it easy, but
life‘s hard, deal with it.

Virgo
Check your belongings constantly,
holidays are coming and you wouldn‘t
want someone to steal something
valuable. But hey, look on the bright
side - no one can steal your bad grades
or anxiety.

Libra
Express yourself. This is a great time to
put everything you‘re thinking about on
a blank canvas, just don‘t show it to
the arts teacher. She will give you a 9
and say it needs more clouds.

Scorpio
Travel and see as much as possible.
Don‘t let the constant thought of how
many lessons you‘re missing ruin it
though, you will have time to study for
and write everything you missed... sure
you will.

Sagittarius

Aquarius

Write an old friend a christmas letter
saying how much you appreciate
their company. Don‘t be dissapointed
when you don‘t get one back, they will
come next year... they will.

You will feel very fashionable and these
Christmas discounts sure are catching
your eye, but be careful, you will end up
hating everything you buy over this
period, so spend your money wisely.

Capricorn
Go to the theatre, a concert, see a
movie, find yourself culturally so you
can act more intelligent amongst your
friends even though we all know you
didn‘t really understand the true
meaning behind it all.

POVILAS MELNINKAS

Pisces
Stop putting things off, none of todays
great minds are known for their
procrastinating. If you want to be the
next Elon Musk, start working! But who
are we kidding, we both know you
won‘t.

The Ultimate Puzzle
Task 1

Fill in the crossword puzzle below using the clues listed under...

1. What has many keys, but can't even open a single
door?

6

3

2. If you have me, you want to share me. If you
share me, you haven't got me. What am I?
7

3. What is 3/7 chicken, 2/3 cat and 2/4 goat
4

5

4. What is something that you always have but
always leave behind?
8

2

5. How do you spell hard water with only three
letters?

1

6. What never gets any wetter no matter how hard it
rains?

9

7. What is so delicate that even mentioning it breaks
it?
8. What number do you get when you multiply all of
the numbers on a telephone's number pad?
9. What runs around the house but doesn't move?

Task 2
Find and cross out the words in the chart…

O
M
F
P
K
H
X
R
C
N

*Words that you need to cross out are the
answers in Task 1.
*If the answer was a compound word (for
example moonlight) than you will have to find
those words separately (moon and light).
*The chart contains 10 words.
*One letter can not be a part of more than a
one word.

O
G
D
I
S
R
Z
E
S
T

F
N
A
Z
N
P
K
T
T
F

W
F
A
C
W
G
G
A
N
E

T
Q
Y
I
I
Z
E
W
I
N

U
S
L
D
P
H
L
R
R
C

S
E
C
R
E
T
C
L
P
E

E
C
N
E
L
I
S
X
L
V

Z
E
R
O
I
F
C
A
Z
S

I
C
E
B
Q
G
B
U
G
E

Task 3
Put together a phrase that was said by a professional golfer…

*Some of the shaded letters match the
letters in the crossword.

l w y
-the third uncrossed letter of the first line in Task 2

-the fifth uncrossed letter of the last line in Task 2

-the first uncrossed letter of the last line in Task 2
-the first uncrossed letter of the third line in Task 2

-the fourth uncrossed letter of the first line in Task 2
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